Energize Your
Client’s Retirement
You have clients who have made their mark as high
impact leaders. They have the wisdom and skills
to make the world a better place. But as a near
retiree, or retiree, they’re not sure what that looks
like or where to find it.
Questage® helps your clients develop a
customized roadmap to ignite their retirement
with passion and purpose.
The Questage ® Third Act of Life Discovery Journey is the only program available for
leaders nearing retirement or retired who desire to continue to lead. It’s an unparalleled
journey with the power to affect a permanent shift in those who are primed for
transformation.

“It’s transformational!” ~GM/EVP FBC, Dallas
YOUR CLIENT’S THIRD ACT OF LIFE DISCOVERY JOURNEY EXPERIENCE …
¬

Craft a roadmap that supports your

¬

Design a specific strategy
tied to your best-in-class
skills and competencies so
you can impact the world.

¬

Activate your ideal retirement
revenue, productivity, and lifestyle
goals with ease and effortlessness.

¬

Gain access to an Advisory
Board of targeted stakeholders
to support your journey.

accomplishments and builds on
your leadership legacy so you can
impact the world and pay it forward.
¬

Get immersed in a collaborative
journey to keep you relevant
in your Third Act of Life.

¬

Co-create a vision and game plan for
your future with your spouse/partner.

www.Questage.com

Concerns Questage® Solves
I find that my clients who are retired – or nearing retirement – call me
more often, and I suspect that their anxiety stems from something deeper
than their financial state … but I feel powerless to do anything about it. Can
Questage help with that?
Yes. Questage® helps your clients tap into their expertise and goals while
identifying what they desired to build into a compelling roadmap for the Third
Act of their Life.
I need a resource for my clients who are nearing retirement or recently retired
to help them in their transition beyond their financial welfare. Is this something I
could use Questage for?
Absolutely. We have designed Questage® to be a holistic experience that
incorporates goals and desires along with a productivity strategy so your
clients stay plugged in and excited for Monday mornings.

“The Questage® Program took the
combined complexity of my mind, values,
and ambitions, shook them out like a rug,
and enabled me to find the right-fit endof-career path dictated from my heart,
not my wallet. As a result, I am thriving.”

“I got very clear on my talents/skills in such
a thorough and categorical way combined
with really looking at what my true passions
are. I know myself better and therefore,
know what I have to offer the world in
a solid, confident and exciting way.”

CEO, Managing Director,

Principal

Strategic Management Consultancy

Leadership Consulting Firm

“The Questage® Program inspires you
to transformative action. The process
provides clarity and important insight
that helps you manage your Third Act
of Life in today’s chaotic world.”

“I now have confidence about what I have
to offer the world, the service I am gifted
to do/give and the readiness to go out
in the world and do it! This was only a
faraway dream before our work together.”

COO

Technology Industry

Founder

Top-Performing Teams Consulting Practice

“I believe the ‘Third Act of Life’ has the potential to be rich
and impactful to an unprecedented degree. By attracting and
guiding people who have been successful leaders in their
previous careers (as well as attentive to their own personal
growth), I can lead them to a place of deep joy and make a
resounding impact on their lives, communities, and the world.”

~Allan Milham, Questage® Founder

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION

Call Us @ 833-Questage
Learn More About Your Third Act of Life Discovery Journey

www.Questage.com

